


WORLD WIDE TRAINING FACILITIES

ZODIAC ESPANOLA ZODIAC OF NORTH AMERICA ZODIAC HURRICANE TECHNOLOGIES

ZODIAC MILPRO AUSTRALIA ZODIAC MILPRO UK

MILPRO TRAININGS ARE FOR THOSE WHO WORK ON THE WATER. 

From the most common day by day maintenance and boat operations to the most covert black ops mission programs, there is nothing the Zodiac Milpro Training 
team can’t teach and train you to do with a RIB and inflatable. 

No matter where you are in the world, Zodiac Milpro will be there. 
No matter what you need to do, Zodiac Milpro will train you to do it. 

IN-SERVICE SUPPORT DEPARTMENT

BRUNO MARION - AGE 46

-  Head of in service support department at Zodiac Milpro
-  Team leader in intelligence gathering and action assignment 

-  Naval and air delivery detachment commander for French ministry defense. 
-  Special technical applications and operational maritime expert. 

”I’m proud to share this training mission with such a highly experienced and skilled team, Zodiac Milpro company 
that is orientated to deliver the best for the world of maritime defense. With more than 20 years of experience, 

members of special forces, combat divers, coast guard, lifeguard, and highly trained technician specialists from the 
industrial sector have been selected to provide you with the most advanced training courses. 

Based on a well-established frame of reference, this wealth of experience, makes us able to provide you with the 
dedicated training courses shaped to your specific need all over the world, even in our own training bases. I will be 

very happy working on the water with your units, and happy to share our expertise. 
Define your needs, and we provide solutions.”



STANDARD OPERATIONAL TRAINING

After commissioning of your new boat, we will train you to fully understand your boat, its equipment, trailer… And optimize its useful life within the scope of 
your own unit’s constraint so you can use 100% of the potential of your boat.

OPTION : Standard operational expedition training
For operators aboard cruise ship who pilot inflatable boats in polar Arctic. 

PILOTING TRAINING

We will train you to adopt well tried procedures, to use 100% potential of your boat and to increase your skill.

LEVEL 1: SEAMANSHIP / BASIC PILOTING
How to safely pilot your boat until sea state through basic breakdown.

LEVEL 2: TACTICAL PILOTING
Boarding, beaching, capsizing, towing day and night in rough water.

LEVEL 3: TACTICAL NAVIGATION + TEAM LEADING
Instrument navigations day and night, how to prepare and lead many very fast boats. 

JET SKI PILOTING
Basic and tactical  jet ski piloting from basic piloting to surf and rescue day and night.



MAINTENANCE TRAINING

We will teach you how to extend the life of your materials, how to repair tubes, hull, engines and systems.

MAINTENANCE LEVEL 1 : preventive and corrective maintenance that will allow you to maintain your boat with simple 
tools, material and procedures. Operation that should be done from 2 months to 1 year (0 to 100h engines).

MAINTENANCE LEVEL 2 : advanced preventive and corrective maintenance that should be done in appropriated 
workshop with skilled procedures and material. Scheduled from every 1 year to every 4 years (100 to 400h engines).

UNDERWATER CACHE

Clandestine commandos infiltration & exfiltration solutions

Zodiac Milpro™ underwater cache solution is developed to meet the demanding requirements of military unobtrusive operations. Its specific features give 
military users the capacity to hide their boat during the night/day infiltration phase of the operation, and to reinflate it after the mission and exfiltration. 

Following the Zodiac Milpro™ procedures ensure equipment integrity thus securing the exfiltration phase. 



AIR DELIVERY SOLUTIONS

After commissioning of your new boat, we will train you to fully understand your boat, its equipment, trailer… And 
optimize its useful life within the scope of your own unit’s constraint so you can use 100% of the potential of your boat.

Option: Standard operational expedition training
For operators aboard cruise ship who pilot inflatable boats in polar Arctic. 

CAPSIZING EMERGENCY SITUATION

To accomplish the mission considering a non conforming situation. Train your team how to avoid to capsize and how to react safely if it 
happens. You will learn about risk areas.

You will be abble:
-  To react correctly after capsizing.
-  To use safely the righting system of your boat. 



SEARCH AND RESCUE

Rescue operations from a boat whatever the situation

Specific piloting skills depends of the boat and location (surf, river, shallow water; current, etc…).

Different techniques how to search and recover victims. How to manage search and rescue operations.

OPERATIONNAL TRAINING

We will allow you to :
 
-  Improve your unit capabilities 
-  Expand your total  mission
-  Save time and money 

-  UNDERWATER CACHE 
-  HELIDROP & AIRDROP
-  SAFE AND RESCUE
-  CAPSIZING EMERGENCY SITUATION



CUSTOM-MADE TRAINING

We will : 

-  Provide you with auditing and advisory services and staff training for extended period.
-  Ensure entire organization are put in place.
-  Provide assistance and operational support to increase your forces abilities.

THIERRY LACAZE - AGE: 50
TRAINING INSTRUCTOR / ZODIAC MILPRO FRANCE

French combat diver.
Team leader in intelligence gathering and action 
assignment.
Special service, naval and underwater detachment 
commander for French ministry defense.

ALEX BURTON - AGE: 31
TRAINING INSTRUCTOR / ZODIAC MILPRO NORTH AMERICA 

Sea trial and testing manager at Zodiac Milpro North 
America factory.
Expert in preventative and corrective maintenance on 
inflatables and RIBs.

ZODIAC MILPRO TRAINING TEAM

YANN DERLET - AGE: 44
TRAINING INSTRUCTOR AND SEA TRIAL MANAGER / ZODIAC MILPRO 
SPAIN – TEAM LEADER

French combat diver.
Team leader in intelligence gathering and action 
assignment.
Special service, naval and underwater detachment 
commander for french ministry defense. 

JEAN-YVES CLERISSE - AGE: 55
TRAINING INSTRUCTOR / ZODIAC MILPRO SPAIN

Specialist in FRP repair and industrial coating. 
MSC and maintenance specialist.



DEFINE YOUR NEED WE DEFINE SOLUTIONS

From a few days to months, Zodiac Milpro™ training programs are adapted to customers’ needs. Trainings can be performed at customer’s 
place with his own equipment or at Zodiac Milpro facilities with Zodiac Milpro’s equipment. Zodiac Milpro™ trainings are open to every 
equipment users and not reserved to Zodiac Milpro™ equipment’s holders. 

CRISTINA GUEVARA
TRAINING COORDINATOR

ZODIAC MILPRO EUROPEAN OFFICE 

MELANIE HAMONS 
TRAINING COORDINATOR

ZODIAC MILPRO NORTH AMERICA 
OFFICE 

Learn more about our training
program on www.milpro.com

Discover our boat ranges on 
www.zodiacmilpro.com

More questions?
info.milpro@zodiacmilpro.com

FOLLOW US ON

@Zodiacmilproofficial

@ZodiacMilpro

@milproaccessories

Zodiac Milpro International



SPAIN  -  cristina.guevara@zodiacmilpro.com

CANADA  -  melanie.hamons@zodiacmilpro.com

UNITED KINGDOM  -  cristina.guevara@zodiacmilpro.com

USA  -  melanie.hamons@zodiacmilpro.com
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“Both of the boys came back with full enthusiasm, so I am grateful for 
the course. They now want to know when they can do the level 2…”

EYOS TENDER - SPAIN

“Globally very satisfied with this training and the instructor who has a 
very good  pedagogy and  a peerless Technical knowledge.”

COS - FRANCE

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS


